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S u M M a r Y

M
any leaders in states, cities, and metropolitan areas across the 

country are exploring ways to help their firms tap into expand-

ing markets worldwide to grow jobs at home. this brief serves 

as a how-to-guide for private, nonprofit, and government leaders 

in metro areas who are interested in developing effective action-oriented metro-

politan export plans and initiatives customized to their region’s unique assets and 

capacities. it builds on lessons learned from a one-year pilot (2011–2012) where the 

Metropolitan policy program at Brookings collaborated with leaders in four metro 

areas to develop localized export plans. Metro leaders play a critical role in a trade 

promotion and development infrastructure long served mostly by states and the 

federal government. Metro areas are uniquely positioned to identify and increase 

the number of firms ready to export and to make exports and global engagement 

a central, consistent part of broader regional economic strategies. this brief aims 

to help more metro areas adopt or refine their global trade strategies so the nation 

can remain a center of growth and innovation for years to come. 
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ten key steps are suggested to regions seeking to deliver a successful metropolitan 

export plan. they are:

➊  go Metro to go global—Markets are regional and export strategies foster regional collaboration 

in economic development. 

➋  organize for Success—the planning effort must have the stated commitment of local leaders 

and be well-organized at the outset to create a culture change in economic development practice. 

➌  produce a Data-Driven Market Scan—A credible export plan is built on a solid foundation of 

data and information about the region’s export performance and potential. 

➍  capture local Market insight—At the heart of the local market assessment is direct input from 

firms and service providers obtained through surveys and one-on-one interviews. 

➎  champion exports now—promoting and communicating the importance of exports to the 

region’s long-term economic future is critical to ensure the export plan is embraced.

➏  Develop a customized export plan— A clear, easy-to-read document will serve as a strong 

vehicle for galvanizing stakeholders to act on and support the exports opportunity.

➐  prepare for implementation—A detailed implementation (or business) plan that delineates 

how the export plan will be executed must include details on deliverables, phasing, budgets,  

and the division of labor among lead organizations. 

➑  identify and promote policy priorities— Metro leaders should articulate and advance a state and 

federal policy agenda that will foster an environment for enabling the region’s exports to thrive. 

➒  Track and publicize progress—the metro export team will need to identify metrics that 

are most realistic to collect locally and dedicate resources to maintaining, analyzing, and  

reporting progress.

➓  Mainstream exports into economic Development—for a region’s economy to fully benefit from 

international trade, exports must be an integral part of a multi-pronged economic growth agenda 

that includes innovation, transportation and logistics, and global talent.
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i n T r o D u c T i o n

A
cross the country, regional leaders are re-examining their job and 

economic growth strategies in the wake of the great recession. At 

the core of their reexamination is a heightened interest in tapping the 

growth of expanding markets worldwide to grow jobs and the econ-

omy here at home.

new strategies make sense, as the rules for eco-

nomic growth have changed dramatically, especially 

in recent years. While rising markets have been 

“emerging” for some time, it was in 2010 that the Bic 

(Brazil, india, and china) nations’ combined share 

of the economic output in the world economy first 

surpassed that of the united States.1 As these and 

other countries industrialized, they also urbanized. in 

2008, the majority of the world’s citizens for the first 

time lived in metro areas, with that share expected to 

grow to 70 percent by 2050.2 even highly rural china 

is now majority urban.3 these twin forces of rapid 

industrialization and urbanization have contributed to 

the growth of the world’s middle class and therefore 

purchasing power.4 All told, more than 70 percent of 

the world’s purchasing power is now located outside 

of the united States.5
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these trends point to a great market opportunity for 

u.S. firms and local economies. the more u.S. goods 

and services are the product or solution of choice 

around the world, the more 

increased foreign demand 

will translate into more jobs, 

greater revenue, and better 

wages for American businesses 

and workers. further, to create 

globally competitive products 

and services requires, in part, 

more American workers to 

engage in understanding the 

cultures, preferences, and 

needs of different customers 

around the world.

the purpose of this brief is to 

provide private, nonprofit, and 

government leaders in u.S. 

metro areas a concise road-

map to take advantage of the 

enormous market opportunity 

offered by exports. it serves as 

a “how-to” guide for regional 

leaders interested in develop-

ing effective action-oriented 

metropolitan export plans and 

initiatives customized to their 

unique assets and capacities. this guide builds from 

the lessons learned from a one-year pilot (2011–2012) 

launched by the Metropolitan policy program at 

Brookings in which the pro-

gram collaborated with leaders 

in four metro areas in develop-

ing localized export plans. that 

pilot was further enhanced 

by a formal collaboration 

with the u.S. Department 

of commerce international 

trade Administration and their 

partner agencies within the 

national export initiative. Much 

was learned. Most fundamental 

is that while there is a laud-

able national goal to “double 

exports,” there is no one-

size-fits-all approach to doing 

so. though each metro area 

in the pilot set the common 

goal of doubling exports in 

five years, each laid out very 

different strategies and differ-

ent operational structures to 

achieve that goal, reflecting 

the unique market advantages 

and contexts of their respec-

tive regions.

The more U.S. 
goods and services 
are the product or 
solution of choice 
around the world, 

the more increased 
foreign demand will 
translate into more 

jobs, greater revenue, 
and better wages for 
American businesses 

and workers. 
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W h aT  i S  a n  e x p o r T ?

there are three primary ways to define an “export” at the metropolitan or regional level: (1) the sale of 

goods or services produced in a metro area to a business or resident of a foreign country; (2) shipments 

that travel from a broader geographic area (e.g., entire country) through a port to a foreign destination; and 

(3) shipments that travel from a broader geographic area through a customs district on their way to a for-

eign destination. the second two definitions relate to the point of movement of goods based on shipments 

and excludes services exports (for example, in los Angeles, shipments come from throughout the u.S. and 

are processed through los Angeles and long Beach ports before going overseas). the first relates to where 

the product or service is actually produced. in Brookings’ “export nation” report, exports are defined by 

the first method and include these types of exports from a metro area: 

➤  goods: these are manufactured goods or parts, such as u.S.-made automobiles shipped for sale to the 

united Kingdom 

➤  Services: Services exports come in many forms. they can be purchased overseas, such as work done 

by a metro-based engineer or architect on a project in china. they can also be purchased in the united 

States, such as foreign students from india purchasing education services at a u.S. university. or, they 

can be tourism-related services, such as a canadian resident making expenditures on such items as taxis, 

restaurants, entertainment, clothing, lodging, or health care while visiting a u.S. metro area

➤  royalties: these are payments made by foreign companies to distribute u.S. film and television shows 

overseas, to software companies for licensing fees, or to retail firms for franchising fees

➤  Secondary exports: these are product or service inputs into exports from companies in the 

supply-chain 

What makes something a u.S. (or metro) export is not where the transaction takes place, but whether or 

not the buyer is based outside the united States. 

B a c k g r o u n D :  T h e  c a S e  f o r  M e T r o p o l i Ta n - l e D  e x p o r T S

A 
plan to boost a state or region’s exports must start with a fundamen-

tal understanding of why exporting is critical to economic prosperity 

and why metro areas are the right lens from which to design and act 

on regional potential to trade and grow jobs and revenue. 
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W h Y  e x p o r T S  M aT T e r

exports matter because they represent one critical 

way to grow the tradable sectors of our economy— the 

very sectors that drive wealth, boost productivity, 

and grow local industries. u.S. tradable sectors have 

severely underperformed in the last few decades.6 to 

reverse that trend, states and metro areas can help 

firms in key industry sectors grow and innovate by 

selling their goods and services globally. exporting 

firms have been major contributors to the nation’s 

economic recovery. exports accounted for nearly half 

of the nation’s economic growth in the first year of 

the post-recession recovery and can power economic 

growth over the long haul.7 

the benefits of helping more firms, and the entire 

economy, tap and engage global markets are many:

➤  the production of exported goods and services cre-

ates jobs, both directly and indirectly in the supply 

chain. one study finds that every $1 billion in new 

exports creates 5,400 additional jobs8

➤  the movement of goods exports and passenger 

travel (for business services and tourism) supports 

jobs and revenues in the port, airport, freight, and 

logistics sector9

➤  education services exports, characterized by 

international students purchasing a u.S. education, 

represent a $21.3 billion industry and generate a 

critical source of revenue and talent for public and 

private higher education institutions10 

➤  export sector jobs pay well. for every $10 billion in 

sales in a metropolitan export industry, its workers 

earn 10 to 20 percent higher wages than those in 

nonexporting jobs11 

➤  Small- and mid-sized firms (SMes) that export 

generally experience greater revenue growth than 

non-exporters and weathered the recession bet-

ter as a result; in one study, SMe manufacturing 

exporters grew revenues by 37 percent while non-

exporting manufacturers experienced a 7 percent 

decline in revenues12 

➤  exporting spurs innovation. Small- and mid-sized 

firms that export tend to innovate more in  

products and processes than non-exporters;  

further, high-exporting metro areas also generate 

high patenting rates13 

Despite these benefits, we remain a nation of under-

exporters. only 1 percent of American firms sell a 

product or service outside u.S. borders.14 only about 

35 percent of Americans possess a passport.15 that 

figure is 60 percent in canada.16 the result is a u.S. 

economy, reliant upon domestic demand, less export-

oriented – at 13 percent of its overall economy– than 

many of our global peers and trading partners.17 

global market trends show that past practice will not 

be sufficient to fuel American competitiveness. to 

make the shift to greater global orientation, it is time 

not just to embrace a national export strategy but a 

series of bottom-up metropolitan export strategies 

that will boost trade and global engagement in the 

very places where America’s high value goods and 

services are produced.

W h Y  M e T r o  e x p o r T  p l a n S

recognizing the rationale for greater u.S. exporting, 

president obama announced the national export 

initiative (nei) during the 2010 State of the union, 

with the stated goal of doubling u.S. exports in 

five years, from $1.57 trillion to $3.14 trillion by the 

end of 2014.18 to meet the nei goal, a multi-faceted 

national export Strategy was released in June 2011 

by the trade promotion and coordinating committee 

(tpcc), which includes grounding the strategy in 

states and metro areas. [See appendices a and B for 

more information about the nei and the tpcc] the 

president’s export council (pec) also reinforced the 

importance of federal alignment with state and local 

efforts in a June 2012 letter to the president.19 

the focus on metro areas and metro leaders is 

correct. As research by Brookings and others have 

shown, the global economy is made up of a network of 

distinct metro economies.20 Boosting exports requires 
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a targeted strategy to grow industry specializations 

at the point of production in metro areas where they 

cluster and innovate, and then connect leading-edge 

goods and services to likely metro markets around the 

world. Already, the 100 largest metro areas are the 

producers of our trade economy, generating nearly 65 

percent of all exports and 75 percent of all services 

exports.21 they are the hubs of supply chains, goods 

movements, and business and tourism travel, handling 

82 percent of the nation’s air freight, 88 percent of 

foreign waterborne cargo weight and 92 percent of 

air passengers.22 As a result of these economic assets, 

the 100 largest metro areas generate 75 percent of 

the nation’s economic output and the majority of 

economic output in 47 out of 50 states.23 

regional leaders know their companies and their 

industry strengths best and can help bring more 

small- and mid-sized firms into the international 

marketplace.

to this end, Brookings launched the Metropolitan 

export initiative (Mei), a signature effort within 

the Brookings-rockefeller project on State and 

Metropolitan innovation aimed at helping the nation 

and its regions and firms move from aspiration to 

action on exporting. the goal was to work with a 

limited number of state and metro leaders to develop 

and implement customized metro export plans. During 

the course of 2011 and 2012, Brookings partnered with 

a cross-section of leaders in four metro areas: los 

Angeles, cA; portland, or; Minneapolis-Saint paul, 

Mn; and Syracuse/central new york, ny. these metro 

areas were chosen in part because of their geographic 

diversity, variation in industry mix, strong engage-

ment of state and regional leaders, history of effective 

regional collaboration, and a demonstrated commit-

ment to exports as part of a larger economic strategy. 

these plans are currently being implemented.

the hard work and experimentation carried out by 

leaders in these four metro areas are shedding light 

on the critical role that metropolitan areas armed 

with smart metropolitan export plans can play in an 

export-promotion system long driven by states and 

the federal government. Despite some initial con-

cerns, the early evidence suggests that metro export 

plans do not usurp state and federal activities but 

instead supplement and fill key gaps, thereby improv-

ing the performance of the existing delivery system. 

So far, the plans have seemed to channel at least four 

major benefits of metropolitan-level problem-solving 

on exporting:

➤  Metro leaders can proactively increase the num-

ber of firms who are ready to export or export to 

additional markets because they have strong direct 

relationships with firms and know the firms and 

actors in their leading industry clusters 

➤  Metro leaders can help create a more transparent, 

coordinated (federal, state, local alignment), and 

efficient export assistance system that is moving 

toward common goals 

➤  Metro leaders can help facilitate the cultural shift 

needed to embrace global engagement by making 

exports and trade a mainstream part of regional 

economic development 

➤  finally, metro area leaders are best positioned to 

integrate exports into a broader economic strategy 

for growth and global competitiveness in the “next 

economy.” this means aligning exports and foreign 

direct investment with innovation in manufactur-

ing and services (including in the clean economy); 

transformative investments in freight and logistics; 

and the grooming of a globally fluent workforce.

in short, the nation’s ambition to grow jobs and 

exports relies upon metro area leaders taking the 

lead, with state and federal leaders as partners. this 

guide gives metro area leaders the tools and steps 

they need to develop purposeful, tailored metro 

export plans that will grow their regional economies 

and further the economic growth of their states and 

the national economy as a whole.
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➊  go Metro to go global 

➋  organize for Success 

➌  produce a Data-Driven Market Scan 

➍  capture local Market insight

➎  champion exports now 

➏  Develop a customized export plan 

➐  prepare for implementation 

➑  identify and promote policy priorities 

➒  track and publicize progress 

➓  Mainstream exports into economic Development 

g
iven the compelling case for metropolitan exporting, more and more 

state and local leaders have expressed interest in developing and 

implementing unique, ground-up metropolitan export plans for their 

regional markets. these leaders not only aspire to increase export-

ing from their jurisdictions but seek practical guidance on how to get to work right 

away. the ten steps outlined here aim to help economic development practitioners, 

government leaders, businesses, and other local stakeholders not only develop 

a quality plan, but to develop one that has a strong chance of being effectively 

implemented.

a  p r i M e r  o n  k e Y  e x p o r T- r e l aT e D  T e r M i n o l o g Y,  

l e S S o n S ,  a n D  o B S e r vaT i o n S  f r o M  T h e  f o u r  M e T r o  

e x p o r T  i n i T i aT i v e  p i l o T S

Before embarking on a metro export plan, a basic understanding of common terms, acronyms, and mar-

ket conditions of the export field is necessary. appendix c provides a guide to common export terms. 

appendix D summarizes the insights that have emerged from the first four metro area pilots on the state 

of u.S. and metro exporting and how concerted metro export plans benefit state and national efforts. these 

insights can serve as a starting point to evaluating regional markets and possibilities. these findings can 

help clarify why u.S. companies and industries need dedicated and sustained support to export. And these 

will help shed light on how best to position the metro export plan with key state and national partners.

T e n  S T e p S  T o  D e l i v e r i n g  a  S u c c e S S f u l  M e T r o p o l i Ta n  e x p o r T  p l a n
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g o  M e T r o  

T o  g o  g l o B a l 

it is critical at the outset to clearly define the geogra-

phy of the export plan and it should be metropolitan 

or regional in scope. Markets are regional and any 

local plans involving trade and investment should 

reflect that reality. While it may be tempting or seem-

ingly easier to focus export activities at a single-city 

or county scale, or a statewide scale, moving to a met-

ropolitan geography allows one to position the market 

to compete globally by assembling and aligning all 

related regional assets, such as key corporations, top 

industries, workforce, area higher education institu-

tions, and transportation infrastructure. 

once they started the export planning process, the 

four Mei pilot metro areas immediately found that 

their trade and investment community was already 

regional in scope. exporting companies are scattered 

in cities and counties throughout the metro area. the 

wide array of federal, state, and local export service 

providers, while not typically well-coordinated, tend to 

focus their work with companies at the regional level. 

exports can also serve as a strong unifying platform 

on which to build a better overall regional economic 

development effort and culture. Whereas many other 

traditional economic development activities, such as 

business attraction, tend to foster internal competi-

tion, exports tend to foster regional collaboration 

at the economic development policy and service 

provider level. leaders in each of the four pilot metro 

areas quickly recognized that by working together 

on increasing exports and fostering a more globally-

oriented economy, they were going to see gains made 

throughout the regional economy and the regional 

supply chain, without taking anything away from, or 

threatening, individual local jurisdictions. 

 

o r g a n i z e  

f o r  S u c c e S S

Step two should result in a well-organized work plan 

to clearly guide the export plan process and better 

assure its success. for most metro areas, exports rep-

resent a new direction in economic development—one 

that requires a culture change. the planning effort 

must have the stated commitment of local leaders 

and be well-organized at the outset to shift from the 

status quo. producing a successful export planning 

process requires at least one respected local organi-

zation, leader, or core team to convene and champion 

the effort and best guide the process according to 

plan. it requires a good deal of pre-planning, get-

ting the right people at the table, and assembling an 

inventory of available resources (e.g., staff, research, 

existing reports) to support the planning process. 

one needs to determine an appropriate and realistic 

scope for the project, schedule a series of committee 

meetings upfront, establish critical deadlines, clarify 

deliverables, and identify the right organizations 

and individuals that will be committed and involved 

in strategy development. the process also benefits 

greatly from a local leader or outside consultant to 

facilitate and drive the local planning effort to best 

ensure that it moves along according to plan. not all 

export planning processes can or should be the same 

in terms of scope and capacity, so it is important to 

determine what can be realistically accomplished 

given resources. 

Timing and deliverables

from start to finish, the export planning process 

should require about six to nine months to complete, 

although this will vary by region. this should include 

at least four meetings of the full steering committee 

of the export initiative and several interim meetings 

for the core team and any specialized task forces. 

the process should result in three key deliverables: 

an export market assessment, the export plan (and 

associated implementation or “business” plan), and 

a policy memo. these are each discussed in greater 

detail in other steps in this guide. 

STEP 1 

go Metro  

to go global 

STEP 2

organize  

for Success 

STEP 3

produce a  

Data-Driven  

Market Scan 

STEP 4

capture local  

Market insight

STEP 5

champion  

exports now 

STEP 6

Develop a  

customized  

export plan 

STEP 7

prepare for 

implementation 

STEP 8

identify and  

promote policy 

priorities 

STEP 9

track and  

publicize  

progress 

STEP 10

Mainstream  

exports into 

economic 

Development 

S T E P
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Core Team

the core team consists of the champion 

organization(s) committed to staffing and driving the 

export planning effort. it is best to include a repre-

sentative from local and state government and the 

private sector in the core team as they are key during 

implementation, when the focus shifts to service 

alignment, funding, and staffing. this team will be 

responsible for pre-planning, securing steering com-

mittee members, scheduling and preparing meetings, 

conducting and assembling export research, carry-

ing out the daily needs of the planning effort, and 

ensuring the export planning process is successfully 

completed. each of the four pilot metro areas had 

different local champions and core team leaders. 

in los Angeles, the core team was led by the office 

of los Angeles Mayor Antonio villaraigosa and the 

city of los Angeles, the los Angeles Area chamber 

of commerce, and the university of california los 

Angeles’ Anderson ciBer. in portland, the metro 

export initiative was led by the office of portland 

Mayor Sam Adams and the portland Development 

commission. in Minneapolis-Saint paul, the core team 

included the office of Minneapolis Mayor r.t. rybak, 

the city of Minneapolis, and the Minnesota trade 

office. in Syracuse, centerState ceo (the region’s 

chamber and economic development partnership) 

drove and staffed the plan. 

sTeering CommiTTee members

in addition to the champion organization(s) that will 

lead and drive the effort on a daily basis, a metro 

export plan will require a steering committee that 

includes key stakeholder organizations in the region 

and state. it is best to secure the highest level leader 

from each organization (see Step five for further 

discussion of this topic). Division of labor, active 

support, and participation from committee members 

are critical to ultimately producing a successful plan. 

these organizations also provide resources (e.g., staff, 

consultants, facilities, time) to the initiative. these 

stakeholders need to be involved not only because 

they bring valuable ideas and perspectives to the 

development of the plan, but also because their sup-

port and buy-in will be needed during the release and 

implementation of the plan. in the four Mei metro 

areas, there were 15 to 30 leaders who participated on 

the steering committee. this engagement proved to 

quickly generate a crucial network of regional export 

ambassadors, some who later became instrumental in 

helping align federal and state efforts to the plan.

the steering committee should include a wide variety 

of government, civic, university, and private sector 

leaders who are active participants in or experts on 

economic development and global trade (see sidebar). 

this array reinforces the diversity of activities under-

way that need to be better aligned and coordinated. 

in particular, many of the Mei metro areas wished 

they had proactively secured the involvement of more 

international trade professionals (e.g., freight forward-

ers, bankers, lawyers) and well-performing export 

companies at the outset of the project. these con-

tacts proved to be tremendous resources and often 

became engaged advocates for the exports effort. 

While some of these contacts can be surfaced through 

project interviews, it would be preferable to identify 

and include them from the outset, especially if the 

effort starts as a public-sector push.
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The value of governmenT 

leadership in global Trade

it is critically important to secure the involvement 

of state and local elected public officials (and their 

staffs) in the planning and implementation process. 

these leaders serve an important convening role in 

that they can often galvanize firms from throughout 

the metro area to participate in the process. they will 

also play a critical role in implementation. in foreign 

countries, high-ranking u.S. federal officials, state 

governors and large city mayors are viewed as the top 

leaders representing their markets. these individu-

als provide the metro delegation with credibility in 

foreign markets that can open up doors and make 

connections for local companies. Hence, the commit-

ted involvement of government leaders is vital to an 

effective presence at global trade fairs or targeted 

overseas mission trips. Such leaders represent enti-

ties that can provide early seed money and in-kind 

support. Both are critical to the start-up phase of an 

export effort and can help secure matching private-

sector funding for long-term operations. 

STEP 1 

go Metro  

to go global 

STEP 2

organize  

for Success 

STEP 3
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STEP 7
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e x a M p l e  M e M B e r S  o f 

a  M e T r o  e x p o r T  p l a n 

S T e e r i n g  c o M M i T T e e

Metro Area

• Mayor or county executive’s office

•  chamber of commerce (including any  

ethnic chambers of commerce groups)

• regional economic development partnership

•  local economic development office  

(city/county)

•  university, business school, and/or related  

international program

• Air and water ports

• World trade center

• Manufacturing extension program

• industry associations

• international/trade associations

• private-sector exporting companies

• freight forwarders/logistics firms

•  private-sector export services firms  

(banks, legal)

• District export council (Dec)

• Small Business Development center (SBDc)

State

• office of the governor

• State international/trade office

• State economic development agency

• State chamber of commerce

federal

•  u.S. Department of commerce (u.S.  

commercial Services)

• u.S. Small Business Administration

• export-import Bank of the united States

• u.S. Department of Agriculture
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p r o D u c e  a  D aTa-

D r i v e n  M a r k e T  S c a n 

the first task of the core team is to develop an export 

market assessment. this will ensure steering com-

mittee members start with a common grounded 

understanding of the metro area’s market position 

and opportunities as the basis for strategy develop-

ment.24 Step three should result in a comprehensive 

market (or data) scan that will serve as the first 

critical input to the market assessment. A credible 

export plan is built on a solid foundation of data and 

information about the region’s export performance 

and potential. 

the market scan should help determine, for example, 

the region’s current export strengths and weaknesses, 

what export industries or foreign markets the plan 

may want to target for proactive outreach, or what 

baseline performance metrics could be considered to 

evaluate progress. it should begin with an overview of 

the metro economy and its recent performance. this 

can include high-level economic data on employment, 

unemployment, gross metro product, and industry 

size, specializations, or industry clusters. next, the 

scan should summarize the role of exports in the 

overall regional economy. this can include such sta-

tistics as total export volume, export growth, export 

intensity, export jobs, top exporting industries, goods 

and services exports, and top export markets by coun-

try. this will allow the group to hone in on its region’s 

unique export opportunities.

local leaders often crave more in-depth data as they 

try to better understand this new area of economic 

growth and focus, but often find detailed data, such 

as firm-level data, hard to come by. it is likely that 

additional data (other than what is outlined in this 

document) does not yet exist or will not greatly 

impact the base set of strategies. the experience in 

each of the four Mei metro areas is that the available 

export data was sufficient to produce solid export 

plans. each of those metro areas continue to build on 

their base of knowledge as they implement their plans 

and will react accordingly.

f e D e r a l  e x p o r T  S e r v i c e S , 

p r o g r a M S ,  a n D  S T r aT e g i e S

it is important to get to know and engage the key 

federal export service providers in a metro export 

plan, and how existing federal programs and 

strategies can plug into regional efforts. there 

are three federal entities with a primary mis-

sion to provide export services and programs on 

the ground in metropolitan areas or larger local 

regions. they are:

➤  u.S. foreign and commercial Services: the 

u.S. Department of commerce, international 

trade Administration’s (itA) trade promotion 

arm, which has trade professionals on the 

ground to serve companies in over 100 u.S. 

cities and 70 foreign countries. primary roles 

involve market entry services to “export ready” 

firms; advocacy for major projects; trade 

promotion via trade missions and international 

buyers programs; and market access casework 

➤  export-import Bank (ex-im Bank): official 

export credit agency of the u.S. government; 

assists with loan guarantees, export credit 

insurance, and direct loans (to buyers) 

➤  u.S. Small Business administration (SBa): 

Business development and working capital 

financing. Helps small firms that are new to 

exporting, and links them to business counsel-

ing networks 

these and other federal agencies serve on the 

trade promotion and coordinating committee 

(tpcc), which serves as the coordinating body 

designed to provide a common framework to unify 

the export promotion and financing activities 

of the u.S. government, as well as to develop a 

comprehensive plan for implementing strategic 

priorities (including the national export initiative). 

to learn more about the tpcc, its 20 member 

agencies and export.gov, please see appendix B. 

to learn more about the national export initiative 

and the national export Strategy, please see 

appendix a. 
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c a p T u r e  l o c a l  

M a r k e T  i n S i g h T 

 

Data analysis is essential but not sufficient. the 

second input for the market assessment, and argu-

ably the most valuable, is local market intelligence. 

this covers information and insight that can only be 

secured locally through more direct outreach to firms 

and export services providers and assembly of all 

relevant local reports and articles related to trade  

and investment. the result of Step four should be 

completion of a full market assessment, which assem-

bles the findings from both the market scan  

and local market intelligence. 

At the heart of local market outreach is direct input 

from firms and service providers obtained through 

surveys and one-on-one interviews. the overall 

purpose is to seek their perspectives on their own 

exporting activities (and whether they export), export 

opportunities, obstacles, quality of existing export 

services and programs, the benefits of exporting,  

and other issues that may arise. the surveys and 

interviews can be conducted simultaneously to the  

market scan.
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the Metropolitan policy program at Brookings 

produces and maintains a strong array of 

metro-oriented data related to the economy, 

demographics, exports, and many other top-

ics. A good source of metro economic data for 

the largest 100 u.S. metro areas is the quarterly 

“MetroMonitor”, which provides data on employ-

ment, unemployment, gross metro product, and 

housing, and provides metro rankings for each 

factor. you can access all this data on the pro-

gram’s data resources page at:  

http://www.brookings.edu/about/projects/ 

state-metro-innovation/resources 

the primary source for metropolitan-area export 

data based on the location of where a service 

or goods export is produced (not from where it 

is shipped) is Brookings’ latest analysis “export 

nation 2012.” this report provides the core set 

of export data and rankings for each u.S. metro 

area, as well as for all states and counties. profiles 

have been developed for each of the largest 100 

u.S. metro areas and all states to provide a snap-

shot overview of export performance. 

Brookings has also developed a u.S. exports 

database, with export data for all 3,113 counties, 

all metro areas and micropolitan areas, and all 

50 states plus the District of columbia. to access 

the full export nation 2012 report, metro area 

export profiles, the database and related docu-

ments, go to http://www.brookings.edu/research/

reports/2012/03/08-exports

for a more detailed description of what the 

Brookings’ export database provides, and to learn 

more about federal, state, and other export-

related data resources, see appendix e.
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A company survey proved to be a highly valuable tool 

in the three initial Mei metros that conducted one. 

the three metro areas emailed surveys to thousands 

of companies using lists provided by area business 

groups, such as the state trade office, area chamber 

of commerce, or regional economic development 

partnership. from that distribution, a total of over 

600 companies responded to the three surveys (an 

average of about 200 companies per metro area). the 

results helped each team to better understand which 

companies are exporting, how they first entered 

export markets, what they are exporting, where they 

are exporting, which markets they plan to grow, the 

most significant challenges they face, their awareness 

and satisfaction with local export services, and their 

top policy priorities. the company survey, developed 

by Brookings and the Minneapolis-Saint paul export 

team, is available for use (in a form that can be 

adapted to local needs). However, each metro area 

must administer their survey, encourage companies 

to respond to it, and provide a written assessment of 

the results. 

the one-on-one interviews with companies and export 

services providers proved to be an extremely valuable 

exercise. these interviews not only provided more in-

depth qualitative insight into the export process, but 

also strengthened relationships and dialogue between 

the committee members and exporting firms, open-

ing new doors for collaboration and engagement. on 

average, each of the four pilot metro areas conducted 

between 25 and 30 one-on-one interviews. A key 

takeaway the pilot region teams emphasize is that 

it is very important to start this step early on in the 

process because of the overall value and insight these 

contacts provided. 

the four Mei metro areas quickly realized that the 

interviews served to excite and encourage these firms 

about the export effort and that they needed a way to 

channel these newly unleashed energies. for exam-

ple, in Syracuse, six of the companies interviewed 

for the export plan ultimately joined the export 

committee and served as local export champions. 

these companies have agreed to remain involved in 

implementation and to mentor and guide local new-to-

export companies as they enter export markets. Some 

of these company representatives have already been 

recruited to serve as presenters and panel members 

at local trade-related events and conferences. 

interviews with government and for-profit export ser-

vices providers were also conducted, including related 

federal, state and local agencies, and other provid-

ers who already actively work with firms (e.g., local 

freight forwarders, logistics services providers, banks 

and legal firms). these export services providers each 

have different missions, perspectives, resources, and 

performance measures. listening to them individually 

will help to ensure the steering committee gains from 

the experiences and expertise of all actors operating 

in the region, that all voices are heard and respected, 

and that all available resources are more effectively 

aligned and coordinated.

 

once the market scan data and the interviews and 

survey assessment are complete, these findings 

must be pulled together into a clear, cohesive market 

assessment that tells the story of the export market 

and its potential for growth. An experienced and 

trusted researcher, consultant, or strategist should 

take the lead on this critical component of the plan-

ning effort because the core findings will serve as 

the foundation for related export strategies. those 

responsible for this scope of work must have experi-

ence in tying together and assessing both quantitative 

and qualitative information, turning it into a simple 

compelling story, and preparing it in written and 

presentation form. two-page market assessment key 

findings summaries for each of the four Mei pilot met-

ros are available in the associated export plans and 

may be helpful guides. 

S u r v e Y  a n D  i n T e r v i e W 

i n S T r u M e n T S  a n D  e x a M p l e 

a S S e S S M e n T S

An example export survey instrument and com-

pany interview form can be found here:  

http://www.brookings.edu/about/projects/state-

metro-innovation/mei 

Key common market assessment findings from 

the four Mei metro areas are summarized in 

appendix D.
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c h a M p i o n  

e x p o r T S  n o W 

this step is designed to better ensure the export plan 

is embraced and championed by key local leaders and 

stakeholders during the planning process to build the 

kind of support needed later to successfully imple-

ment, fund, and sustain the plan. exporting, and an 

emphasis on global trade and investment, is a new 

agenda for many local elected officials, economic 

development agencies, the media, and even private-

sector businesses. With the market assessment 

complete, the steering committee will now have the 

data and talking points needed to make the strong 

case for exports. thus, this is a good time to begin 

promoting and communicating the importance of 

exports to the region’s long-term economic future, 

particularly to potential funders and stakeholders of 

the plan who frequently contend with fierce com-

petition for limited time and resources in today’s 

constrained environment. early and regular outreach 

is critical so that the steering committee does not end 

up in the position of releasing a plan that requires 

several additional months of gathering support from 

key leaders, stakeholders, and potential funders just 

to get the effort off the ground. 

one way to do so is to secure the right committee 

members to participate in the development of the 

strategy (also discussed in Step two). recruitment 

to the steering committee is an on-going process. 

certain business leaders and experts who were inter-

viewed as part of the market assessment in the four 

pilot metro areas were later invited to join the steer-

ing committee, providing critical insights and serving 

as visible champions for the export plan. regional 

economic development organizations, chambers, and 

certain public-private partnerships are also critical 

committee members, as they may ultimately become 

the lead implementer or “quarterback” for the new 

metro export plan. this was true for each of the four 

pilot metro areas, where at least some key portion of 

the metro export effort is now housed within either 

the regional chamber or economic development part-

nership—groups which typically have not had global 

trade and engagement as part of their missions. 

it is preferable to gain the commitment of the highest 

ranking official from each engaged organization to 

participate on the export steering committee; how-

ever, this may not be realistic for many metro areas. 

even when high level officials convene an export 

initiative, many of those participating in the regularly 

scheduled meetings are likely 

to be the key staff leads from 

each organization as opposed 

to the top leaders. in this case, 

the committee should prepare 

an internal communications plan 

to keep their organizations’ top 

leaders informed throughout the 

planning process, thus retaining 

the high level buy-in needed for 

the export plan. the takeaway 

lesson here is that one should 

not assume that people (includ-

ing regional leaders) understand 

the value of exports. early and 

ongoing education and engage-

ment is important. 

S T E P
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Securing high-level champions for exports

the Minneapolis-Saint paul export initiative approached the task of securing high-level champions (stake-

holders) for exporting by ensuring the highest ranking metro-based federal, state, and local officials were 

committed participants of the export plan steering committee at the outset of the project. By having 

the head of the state trade office and the mayor of Minneapolis lead the planning effort, and commit to 

attending all meetings, they were able to convene the highest ranking officials from most of the involved 

organizations from day one. By the middle of the process, top leaders from throughout the region didn’t 

have to be sold. Having been part of the planning process, and having heard the rationale for exports, they 

were committed to engaging in the effort early on and quickly became champions. greAter MSp, the 

region’s economic development partnership, was engaged from the start and ultimately agreed to quarter-

back the branding/marketing portion of the metro effort, in partnership with the Minnesota trade office.

in portland, where key staff led the working effort, the committee convened a presentation of the export 

plan to top officials once the market assessment and an initial draft plan were complete. they conducted 

background interviews with media a few months before the scheduled plan release to inform the press 

about the initiative, educate them on basic findings and direction, and prepare them for the ultimate public 

release. By the time the plan was released in february 2012, the portland export committee was able to 

schedule related media briefings and editorial board meetings with each of the major local news outlets 

with relative ease. top economic and elected leaders led the briefings. the export plan and release event 

attracted wide attendance and high-quality on-message stories in major local media outlets. 
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D e v e l o p  a  c u S T o M i z e D 

e x p o r T  p l a n

the core deliverable of this entire process is the 

metro export plan itself, the focus of Step Six. this 

plan should be a 15- to 25-page document that makes 

a simple compelling case for exports as a driver of the 

metro area’s long-term economic success and pro-

vides a logical guide for how to get there. it should be 

a clear, easy-to-read document that serves as a strong 

vehicle for educating a wide range of audiences about 

the exports opportunity and how the region plans to 

take advantage of it. 

key considerations in Developing the plan

in general, the export plan should cover the following 

sections: (a) the metro area’s rationale for exports; 

(b) key findings from the market assessment; (c) the 

plan’s goals and objectives; (d) core strategies and 

tactics that will best drive attainment of stated goals 

and objectives; (e) new programs and initiatives to 

carry out the strategies; (f) an implementation plan 

(e.g., roles, responsibilities, funding); and (g) per-

formance goals to measure progress. the four Mei 

pilot regions each chose to include a section sum-

marizing key policy reforms needed to best support 

the successful implementation of their individual 

export plans. given the current resource-constrained 

environment, the four pilot regions came to the con-

clusion that the more the strategy builds off existing 

economic development programs, staff and resources, 

the more likely they were to have implementation 

success. for example, by integrating exports and 

prioritizing it in existing business retention/expan-

sion work, the metro areas are able to move forward 

without major fundraising initiatives. it may prove 

more valuable to reprioritize exports within the cur-

rent economic development structure than to create 

totally new structures.

to help determine the core goals and elements  

of a regional plan, below are some key questions  

to consider:

➤  What are the key rationales for producing this 

export plan? Why is this the right time in the 

region to embrace an export strategy? Describe 

the “export moment.”

➤  What are the primary goals and objectives of 

this export plan? Will the plan set broader eco-

nomic goals, related to job growth, income growth, 

or becoming more globally aware, fluent, and con-

nected? if so, how would one quantify such goals, 

and what would be the timing for achieving them? 

How do other international efforts (e.g., foreign 

direct investment, imports, immigration, infrastruc-

ture) relate to economic and export goals? each 

objective will lead to different strategies.

➤  how will the plan leverage the metro area’s 

distinct export industries? Should the export plan 

target and prioritize certain industries or clusters 

for proactive export development outreach and 

services? if so, which clusters and why? How do top 

exporting industries mesh with currently identified 

clusters in the metro area? is there a compelling 

reason to target certain industries, as opposed to 

providing broad export services? Are there any 

industries that dominate the market for exports? 

Are there any emerging industries in the region 

that should be targeted based on projected  

future growth?

➤  generally, what types of firms, in terms of 

export-readiness and size, will this plan hope to 

assist? Will the plan aim to broadly serve all types 

of firms, or will it distinguish and prioritize between 

those that are export ready, new-to-Market (ntM), 

or new-to-exports (nte)? How will the region iden-

tify and define these firms? 

 

further, will this plan focus on SMes (small- to 

medium-sized enterprises) or firms of all sizes? 

Why? increasing exports among the largest firms/

exporters may help the metro area reach its export 

goals faster; however, these firms may either 
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have complex needs or not require as much basic 

assistance. A focus on SMes may help to grow 

more firms that export and open up new markets; 

however, it will likely require more resources and 

take longer to reach export growth goals. SMes 

could support potential longer-term goals related 

to global fluency and international connections.  

 

Similarly, how will the plan treat SMes that are sup-

pliers to larger exporters, but are not likely to be 

direct exporters themselves? 

➤  Should the export plan target certain countries 

for export development? if so, which countries 

and how should they be determined? Should the 

focus be on countries where there is already a 

strong market penetration by area firms? Should 

the focus be on markets with the greatest demand 

for the dominant products and services from the 

region? Should the plan focus on fast growing/

emerging markets (e.g. in Brazil, india, china)? 

What would be the proposed activity related to 

these countries? target them for trade missions 

or foreign trade shows? ensure companies are at 

domestic trade shows with international buyers 

from these countries? research?

➤  What current federal, state and local export 

programs/efforts can be better aligned or 

strengthened? What are the key gaps in the 

current metro export system? What are the key 

interventions that the region can undertake to 

address these gaps in the export system or to bet-

ter leverage opportunities? What new programs/

efforts need to be created? 

➤  how can the export plan leverage the potential 

role of ethnic businesses, immigrants and/or 

international students prominent in the region? 

How can these populations and their natural global 

ties benefit from or play a proactive role in helping 

the region achieve its export goals? How could 

language and cultural strengths in certain ethnic 

populations or by international students support 

efforts to globalize?

➤  What metrics should be used to measure the 

success of the metro export effort? What 

timeframe should be considered? What can be real-

istically measured? How would the plan tie export 

services and programs to desired outcomes? How 

will the plan measure short-, mid- and long-term 

success? Where does cultural and behavioral 

change come in?

➤  What will it take to realize successful implemen-

tation, funding, and results related to the draft 

export plan outline? Which organization(s) will be 

held accountable for organization and implemen-

tation of the metro export plan? Should it be one 

lead organization or a coalition of equal partners? 

Who “carries the flag” for exports? What resources 

will be available to support implementation of the 

proposed plan?

➤  What key policy topics (obstacles/opportuni-

ties) are critical to the success of your region’s 

export efforts and can be elevated to top federal 

and state policy makers? What federal programs, 

resources, or regulatory relief would help facili-

tate the successful implementation of your metro 

export plan?
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los angeles

➤  create the los angeles regional export 

council (larexc): lArexc will ensure a sus-

tainable regional export effort by coordinating 

existing export services and providers into a 

seamless regional export network with a focus 

on company success; developing and maintaining 

critical export research and a regional exports 

website; and supplementing existing programs 

with critical new additions.

➤  establish the “export champions” program: 

export champions will connect partnering com-

panies within targeted industry clusters to uclA 

and uSc MBA research teams that will provide 

tailored export services and training using a 

case management approach. the MBAs will fill 

a critical gap in export services through market 

research, market entry strategies, and develop-

ment of customized export business plans.

minneapolis-sainT paul

➤  promote global advantages, Starting with 

health and Wellness: engage deeply with identi-

fied local industry clusters through more intense 

export development and marketing, starting with 

Health and Wellness.

➤  Sell MSp to the World: Market Minneapolis-Saint 

paul and global trade opportunities both inter-

nally and externally, including generating broad 

awareness of the importance of global trade to 

long-term economic viability and growth of the 

region and its companies.

porTland

➤  Support and leverage primary exporters in 

computer and electronics: provide proactive 

economic development support to the computer 

and electronics industry (which represents over 

50 percent of current metro exports), includ-

ing an intense focus on growing the local supply 

chain through strategic recruitment and existing 

business integration efforts.

➤  “We Build green cities” – Brand and Market 

portland’s global edge: package greater 

portland’s cluster strengths to support new 

market presence for the region’s most innovative 

sectors. this begins with a clean tech initiative 

that offers regionally developed solutions to 

global challenges, including proactive marketing 

to sell portland’s “green city” story internation-

ally around a set of industries, companies and 

products with export potential and a travel and 

tourism component to attract international con-

ventions, meetings and tourists.

syraCuse/CenTral new york

➤  Build export capacity of the region’s SMes: 

Minimize real and perceived export barriers by 

increasing awareness of export opportunities, 

streamlining export services, and creating a ‘tag-

a-long’ program to connect SMes to successful, 

larger local exporters with global experience and 

connections. given its proximity, the region will 

target canada as an ease of entry market for 

SMes with little or no export experience.

➤  expand exports of the region’s key Services 

Sectors: leverage significant export potential in 

key services sectors (education, health care and 

medical services, and tourism) by establishing a 

focused services working group within the newly 

formed regional export council, enhancing for-

eign language services to assist foreign visitors 

and companies, and focusing on opportunities 

related to nearby canada. 

The full plans from each of the four pilot metro areas, and related two-page plan summaries, can be accessed here:  
http://www.brookings.edu/about/projects/state-metro-innovation/mei

S a M p l e  S T r aT e g i e S  f r o M  c u r r e n T  M e T r o p o l i Ta n  

e x p o r T  p l a n S 

Below are example strategies from the metro export plans for the los Angeles, Minneapolis-Saint paul, 

portland, and Syracuse/central new york regions. these strategies illustrate the different ways a metro 

area can choose to achieve the stated objectives within their broader export plans. 
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preparing The drafT and  

final plans

to begin putting ideas to paper, the core team may 

want to consider development of a draft “straw man” 

export plan that outlines preliminary findings and 

suggests potential strategies for the steering com-

mittee to consider during the first brainstorming 

meeting. this draft should be based on findings from 

the market assessment and could provide a strong 

starting point and a vehicle to solicit the committee’s 

reaction and foster discussion. 

finalizing the actual plan at the end of the process 

typically requires at least six to eight weeks and 

consists of the following general stages: (1) produce a 

solid draft plan through the core team; (2) distribute 

the draft to all steering committee members along 

with a strict deadline for turning it back in with all 

comments and edits; (3) incorporate feedback and 

produce the next draft in its final, published form; (4) 

share with a smaller group of key participants and 

stakeholders one last time and solicit feedback; and 

(5) produce the final export plan. Surprisingly, the 

fourth stage required much more time than expected 

in each of the pilot metro areas. viewing the official, 

published version seemed to highlight the reality that 

the document was about to be released and led to a 

flurry of changes, comments and edits. the takeaways 

here are to provide time for edits after publishing the 

plan in its final form and to remind stakeholders that 

this is a plan based on available information – it can 

be adapted in future years based on what is learned 

during implementation.

in developing the export plan, the committee should 

be aware of limitations related to planning and 

implementation. Data limitations were discussed 

in Step three, but it bears noting that there will be 

some export questions that do not have ready (or 

even available) answers. you will need to lever-

age the creativity and insight of the committee to 

develop effective strategies, even without the full 

benefit of all the data committee members desire to 

have. there are also limits to how much your metro 

can realistically take on right out of the gate in 

implementation. 

How will you approach this task in a strategic way 

given obvious boundaries? each of the four Mei 

metro areas realized a few critical things early in 

the planning process and moved forward accord-

ingly: (1) new resources for export development 

are limited; (2) there are many local (federal, state, 

local, private) players in the export/trade space and 

the challenge is how to bring them all together as 

a cohesive team working towards common objec-

tives; (3) given limited resources, proactive efforts 

will need to be targeted towards areas of greatest 

opportunity (e.g., industries, overseas markets), 

based on findings from the market assessment; 

(4) there must also be a clear export services path 

available for those new-to-export firms that enter 

the export services system unsolicited but desire 

to begin exploring exports; and (5) export perfor-

mance and the direct impact of your local efforts is 

not easy to track.

While each of the four Mei metro areas recog-

nized these issues as critical from early on in their 

processes, they chose to address some related 

components as part of implementation. Some 

groups now believe it would have been better to 

realistically address these issues (understand all 

resources/players and make clear, hard choices) 

during the planning process, so they would not have 

had to scramble afterwards during actual imple-

mentation. they also stress that the export services 

path (system) requires a lot of thought, since joint 

management of economic development efforts in 

a network format is not in the typical economic 

development DnA at the federal, state or regional 

levels. Sharing of information and credit, and 

coordinating economic development efforts, are 

things most regions are not doing. even if they are, 

it is not generally across levels of government and 

private groups; so this represents a true challenge 

and a significant change in the culture of delivering 

economic development services. A successful plan 

will require your team to confront and work through 

these issues.

a n T i c i paT i n g  l i M i TaT i o n S  i n  D e v e l o p i n g  T h e  p l a n 
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p r e pa r e  f o r 

i M p l e M e n TaT i o n

As with most regional economic strategies, great 

difficulty lies in creating a clear plan of action and 

accountability for making the strategies operational. 

With the release of their metro export plans imminent, 

each of the four pilot metro areas was anxious to nail 

down final decisions about how their new plan would 

be funded and implemented. the hope was to demon-

strate to their regions that this was not another idea 

on paper but a serious initiative with real commitment 

and high probability for short-term progress and long-

term sustainability. thus, Step Seven should result in 

completion of a detailed implementation (or business) 

plan that clarifies how the metro area will make the 

export plan real, including details on the deliverables, 

phasing, budgets, and the division of labor among 

lead organizations. 

the following are some guidelines and lessons on how 

to ensure that the plan is more than a paper exercise. 

operaTionalizing The plan

Metro areas can and should adopt the same rigor as 

private sector business planning to bring to bear the 

operational and financial precision needed to clinch 

real commitments and resources to make these truly 

active efforts.25 to that end, metro leaders should 

adopt not just the mentality but the actual business 

discipline of specifying all major elements of tradi-

tional business planning processes for the export 

initiative. Among the questions that will need answer-

ing in a systematic and explicit fashion are these:

➤  What new products and services will need to be 

created to implement the region’s strategies? in 

the case of the four pilot metro areas, the planning 

committees determined that most of the necessary 

programs and services were available; however, 

they were not well-coordinated or adequately 

resourced. A few new programs, such as those 

related to better leveraging universities and MBA 

students, were added to the mix in all four metro 

areas to bring more on-the-ground resources 

directly to SMes interested in developing export 

strategies. 

➤  What are the full array of operational elements 

needed to deliver on each of the strategies and 

new products and services? What organizations 

and partners, leadership and staffing, and/or new 

capacities are needed to implement the plan? What 

is the division of labor between different actors and 

organizations in the region (including clarifying the 

role of federal, state, and local leaders) to advance 

the strategies in the plan?

➤  What are the financial assumptions for the plan? 

What is the plan’s proposed budget, given staff-

ing and other operational needs? Where will likely 

resources come from in the near- and longer-term, 

including private, philanthropic, and government 

funds and programs? 

At the core of the implementation plan is the need to 

clearly identify and reach agreement on which orga-

nization (or group of organizations) will ultimately be 

held accountable for ensuring that the metro export 

plan, and all its parts, will be carried out. this means 

driving implementation through multiple partners 

and making adjustments to the goals and plan as the 

effort proceeds. each of the first four Mei metro areas 

found different ways to establish either a “quarter-

back” or the institutional home for their export plan. 

this also implies that each engaged organization must 

make an autonomous and internal decision to adapt 

their own performance metrics to focus on exports.

los Angeles created a new regional export council, 

housed in the los Angeles Area chamber of 

commerce, to coordinate the local metro export 

network. While the city of portland and the portland 

Development commission (pDc) co-led the develop-

ment of their export plan, the committee determined 

that greater portland, inc., the region’s new public-

private economic development partnership, was the 

logical choice to quarterback the regional export 

initiative. this required the willingness of greater 

portland, inc. to take on this new role and the 

willingness of the city to relinquish “ownership” of 

the project and turn responsibility over to greater 

portland, inc. in Syracuse, centerState ceo, the 

regional business partnership, will coordinate the 

effort; while in Minneapolis-Saint paul, the effort will 

S T E P
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be co-led by the Minnesota trade office and greater 

MSp. in each case, these quarterbacks will be leading 

a coordinated network of export service providers, as 

opposed to taking on sole responsibility for exports.

Another critical decision: funding. Many of the pilot 

metro areas were eager to secure initial seed funding 

prior to or immediately following the public release of 

their plan. the goal was to demonstrate the serious-

ness of their effort and to ensure the plan got started 

right away, without losing momentum. However, 

securing seed funding proved to be a significant 

hurdle in some cases, made starker by the budget 

constraints in state and local governments. the los 

Angeles team was able to work with their state to 

secure funds from the federal Step grant to sup-

port the MBA export champions program. But they 

had a harder time raising funds to support the newly 

formed export efforts within lArexc, although it 

appears each of the major ports in the area will be key 

early contributors. the Minneapolis-Saint paul team 

was able to get started using the existing resources 

of the Minnesota trade office and by having greater 

MSp take the lead for branding/marketing. Both the 

los Angeles and Minneapolis-Saint paul examples 

show the benefit of working closely with the state 

at the front end in the design of the metro export 

plan. Syracuse plans to house their core exports 

effort within centerState ceo (regional chamber and 

business development partnership) and raise funds 

from their private-sector members. given limited new 

funding sources, each of these metro areas obtained 

basic and in-kind resources from the existing partner 

network to make initial implementation of the export 

initiative possible. However, more funds will need 

to be identified to ensure the plans are fully imple-

mented as envisioned.

the ultimate reason to develop a clear operational 

plan for executing the metro export initiative is that 

neither exporting nor regional collaboration are 

natural acts. it is not in the DnA of u.S. firms or local 

economic development efforts to focus on exports. it 

is not in the DnA of most regions to come together, 

even around what is clearly in the best interest of the 

metro economy. yet, as a result of the metro export 

initiative and the bullish focus on execution, each of 

the pilot metro areas is on the path to creating real 

culture change in their community. As one of the 

export team leads urged to federal leaders, the Mei 

has pulled together an unprecedented level of align-

ment and trust between state, local, civic and private 

actors and providers. the national export initiative 

must encourage, not further fragment, these valuable 

on-the-ground partnerships and action plans. 

u S i n g  c r M  T o  j o i n T lY 

M a n a g e  M e T r o  e x p o r T 

c a l l S  a n D  a c T i v i T i e S

in Minneapolis-Saint paul, to address the critical 

need to coordinate export activities and better 

serve companies, a crM (customer relationship 

Management) system is now being extended to 

the organizations in the metro export network. 

currently, information gathered through tradi-

tional economic development business calls is 

shared between the state and regional chambers 

of commerce through a crM system; however, 

exports have not been part of the typical set of 

questions asked of businesses during these regu-

lar visits. further, most members of the export 

team, such as local units of government and other 

business organizations, have not (until now) been 

included in this system. 

ava i l a B l e  f e D e r a l  g r a n T 

p r o g r a M S  f o r  e x p o r T S

federal grant programs to support metropolitan 

export initiatives are currently limited; however, 

there are some available programs that can 

prove helpful to plan execution. these include: 

Step (State trade and export promotion), MDcp 

(Market Development cooperator program), Jobs 

Accelerator (Jobs and innovation Accelerator 

challenge), and tiger (transportation investment 

generating economic recovery) grants, with some 

being standing grants and others likely only tem-

porary. for a more complete description of these 

grants, see appendix f. 
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i D e n T i f Y  a n D  p r o M o T e 

p o l i c Y  p r i o r i T i e S

ideally, regional leaders should develop a policy memo 

that highlights and discusses top priorities for federal 

and state governments to consider to best support a 

successful, sustainable metropolitan export initiative. 

the development of a metro export plan naturally sur-

faces the kind of policy barriers that impede getting 

strong export results on the ground. local leaders 

will also quickly realize the “top-heavy” (federal and 

state) nature of export-related services, programs, 

and resources. Hence, metropolitan export initiatives 

will always remain highly molded by the quality, effec-

tiveness, and capacity of state and federal programs 

to bring credibility and success to their firms and 

“customers.” for that reason, metro leaders would 

be wise to articulate and advance a well-constructed 

and supported export policy agenda that will foster 

an environment for enabling the region’s exports to 

thrive and grow. 

in general, the federal government sets the global 

rules for trade, provides critical export financing to 

firms, and supports export promotion and match-

making through funds to states and on-the-ground 

staffing and programs both domestically and abroad. 

A regional policy memo can identify and prioritize 

the extent to which free trade agreements, unfair 

trade practices, protection of intellectual property, 

tariffs, currency manipulation, export compliance 

and regulation, customs clearance, visa attainment, 

overseas staffing and resources, regulations and 

paperwork, export finance, and critical transportation 

infrastructure, among many others, are hampering or 

supporting export efforts. each of the metro export 

teams has actively used its policy memos in meetings 

with congressional delegations and federal agency 

contacts. they have found this kind of outreach valu-

able to educating federal leaders on why state and 

local leaders care about trade, infrastructure, and 

export promotion programs and how such policies and 

programs impact job creation and economic growth in 

their communities. 

S T E P

8g r e aT e r  p o r T l a n D ’ S 

B u S i n e S S  p l a n  f o r 

i M p l e M e n TaT i o n 

each of the four pilot metro areas developed lon-

ger implementation plans that clarified the export 

plan in greater detail and assigned timelines and 

responsibilities for each task to various part-

ners. the portland team approached this task by 

developing a business plan. Strategy maps reveal 

the major activities associated with each strategy 

in phases, and detailed tables break each strat-

egy down into very specific deliverables, actions, 

metrics, lead agencies, key partners, timelines, 

and budget. this internal document is designed 

to keep all participants on task and create clarity 

about what exactly needs to be done to imple-

ment strategies and ultimately achieve objectives. 

partners must commit internal resources to the 

export initiative in a hard way (e.g., the portland 

Development commission will allow its staff to 

bill 10 percent of its time to exports next year). 

they were able to use the export plan, and the 

associated business plan, to conduct a series of 

local presentations on the export plan with key 

stakeholders and to secure an initial two-year 

funding commitment for implementation from a 

variety of sources, including the port of portland, 

Metro regional government, and the portland 

Development commission (pDc), and other metro 

cities and counties. they also aim to use the busi-

ness plan to help secure private-sector funding. 
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State governments also have a strong role to play 

in providing resources, commitment, and a unified 

promotion platform for exports, trade and invest-

ment. However, the roles and commitments of states 

to exports and trade vary widely and are generally 

lacking or constantly threatened. While Minnesota 

has a relatively robust exports effort through the 

Minnesota trade office, the budget of the office has 

been cut significantly in the past several decades and 

was considered for elimination in 2011. new york’s 

empire State Development, as with many states, has 

made significant cuts to its international trade budget 

over the past decade. the new governor, drawing from 

the nei and the Syracuse/centerState Mei, is in the 

process of aggressively exploring what the state’s role 

and resources dedicated to global trade and invest-

ment should be. california eliminated its international 

trade office in 2001 due to budget constraints. While 

it does have trade-related efforts within tourism, 

energy, and agriculture departments and community 

colleges, it has no formal state-funded trade office 

today, such as those found in Washington, Minnesota, 

oregon, or pennsylvania. yet, a number of states are 

beginning to realize that they need to work directly 

with regional leaders across the state if they are to 

more effectively and efficiently meet common export 

goals. thus, a metro policy memo can articulate how 

the metro export initiative advances state interests 

in trade and job growth and which state policies, pro-

grams, and funds can better align to the regional Mei 

for mutual, maximum impact.

the policy memo should be viewed as a working 

document, one that will evolve as policy priorities 

shift, as certain issues get resolved or as new issues 

arise during implementation. in the beginning, local 

leaders can rely on the local survey, company inter-

views, export services provider interviews, and expert 

input to develop a policy memo that raises the areas 

of greatest concern and opportunity for companies in 

the region.

According to the four pilot metro teams, the policy 

memos have already demonstrated their value in 

bringing the region around a unified “ask.” the 

memos have functioned as valuable regional talk-

ing points for use when local export champions and 

elected officials make their way to state capitols and 

Washington, D.c. firms and companies have become 

more engaged in the metro export initiatives due to 

the desire to join up and strengthen policy efforts. 

And some of the region’s policy recommendations 

have already been addressed as outreach, and part-

nership with federal leaders has been an ongoing part 

of the planning process. 
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S a M p l e  p o l i c Y  r e c o M M e n D aT i o n S  T o  fa c i l i TaT e 

M e T r o p o l i Ta n  e x p o r T S

each of the four pilot metro areas developed policy memos to highlight and share recommendations with 

federal and state officials. the current policy memos can be accessed here: http://www.brookings.edu/about/

projects/state-metro-innovation/mei

Below are some of the policy recommendations that emerged from the four plans:

los angeles

➤  put companies first in the provision of coordi-

nated services and in measuring success. the 

federal government must better coordinate and 

provide a common sense of purpose among its 

existing agencies involved in exports. federal, state, 

and local export programs must start operating as 

a unified team, with shared export objectives, as 

opposed to fragmented and siloed operations. the 

federal government should develop unified perfor-

mance and tracking systems that focus on clients 

and support unified metropolitan efforts.

➤  Boost export financing and make it more 

effective. federal and state government must 

better clarify what is truly available in terms of 

export financing and how companies can access 

it. firms that don’t already export frequently 

mention financing as one of the biggest hurdles 

to overcome. Key aspects of the problems with 

financing export trade include: the amount/quan-

tity of finance capital made available for exporting 

and by whom, under what conditions; methods of 

financing using both private sources and govern-

ment guarantees; qualifying for export finance 

assistance; liabilities, insurances and protections 

and more.

minneapolis-sainT paul

➤  Sustain support for export service provider 

capacity. federal leaders and legislatures must 

carefully analyze and balance budgets with strate-

gic investments that will allow local leaders to fully 

realize the “export moment.” the successful imple-

mentation of this valuable strategic plan for the 

region will not be possible without support for the 

u.S. commercial Service, Minnesota trade office, 

center for international Business education and 

research (ciBer), Small Business Administration, 

and export-import Bank staffing and programs. 

➤  reform current visa policies for business 

visitors and tourists. restrictions on visas for 

business visitors slows or halts deals that are 

critical for exporters in the Minneapolis-Saint paul 

region. these exporters require timely and fair visa 

processing procedures in order to facilitate exports 

and remain competitive internationally. 
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porTland

➤  improve metro-level export data. there are 

large export data gaps in specific categories that, 

if addressed, would allow for more accurate and 

supportive metrics for metro export planning and 

support. improvements could include updated 

export market data to support country strategies; 

better tracking of services exports; export tracking 

by detailed industry codes; and related-party infor-

mation to support supply chain strategies.

➤  Develop a national freight strategy to support 

export growth. greater portland encourages 

development of a true national freight strategy 

with attention to urban freight and the last (or 

first) mile and passage of a Surface transportation 

program reauthorization with stable funding, and 

that includes provisions for freight corridors, and 

corridors of national significance.

syraCuse/CenTral new york

➤  Shift export service priorities. With the under-

standing that federal resources are limited, the 

federal government should shift resources from 

support services in the united States to support on-

the-ground activities in foreign markets. companies 

are also seeking a “team uSA” approach, high-

lighted by greater depth of involvement with and 

support for u.S. companies in foreign markets, 

including presence and support for missions and at 

international trade fairs.

➤  Simplify u.S. export control laws and regula-

tory compliance. Many companies (particularly 

those selling to military markets) believe u.S. 

export regulations and controls are a bigger issue 

than those in foreign markets. While all of the 

laws are well intentioned, there are an excessive 

number of agencies involved in the review, and 

decisions consequently take too long. the strong 

recommendation by member companies is for the 

federal government to consolidate the review and 

enforcement capacity in one agency, such as the 

Department of commerce.

➤ furthermore, the president’s export council, composed of private sector leaders, has developed a set of 

letters of recommendation covering critical policy priorities. these have been submitted to the president and 

the latest set can be found here: http://trade.gov/pec 
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T r a c k  a n D  p u B l i c i z e 

p r o g r e S S

the metro export plan must include performance 

metrics to ensure that the collective efforts in the 

region are moving toward the broader goal of the 

plan. And to reiterate, the plan must identify a com-

mon set of performance metrics that the coalition 

of federal, state, and regional leaders can agree to, 

that build off the separate, organizational metrics 

for which they may be held individually accountable. 

While identifying the best performance metrics can be 

quite difficult, there are several key benefits to com-

mitting time, attention, and resources to measuring 

and communicating progress of the export initiative. 

Doing so helps:

➤  Determine whether or not the export initiative 

is achieving its desired objectives and outcomes, 

thereby helping key partners to stay focused on the 

right activities or adjust accordingly

➤  Keep key partners aligned around common 

outcomes, as opposed to individual, competing 

performance objectives; increase awareness among 

area leaders and firms on the benefits of exporting, 

generating local buy-in and company engagement 

in the initiative

➤  Demonstrate any early wins that will provide criti-

cal initial momentum and keep stakeholders at the 

table. Make the case for securing and maintaining 

resources and funding for long-term sustainable 

export services and program operations

➤  provide progress reports and indicators that can 

be shared through the regional exports website, 

mainstream and social media, and other means 

to encourage more discussion of exports and the 

opportunity exports represent 

Below are some indicators to consider when determin-

ing how to best measure your metro export initiative 

performance:

Macro export indicators – these indicators relate to 

the outcomes the export initiative is trying to achieve, 

such as export value and growth, export jobs and 

growth, export intensity, export rankings, and diver-

sification of export industries. these measures are 

available for each u.S. metro area in the Brookings 

“export nation” report series and the export data 

web page. the export nation report, or the data it 

contains, is scheduled to be updated and released on 

at least an annual basis. 

company progress indicators – these indicators 

relate to local company progress in pursuit of exports, 

such as an increase in the number of export ready 

firms; expansion of export reach (number of compa-

nies exporting; number of markets/countries to which 

local companies export); new firms entering the local 

export services system or the export supply chain; 

overall demand for export services and programs; suc-

cess in referring companies through various stages of 

the export services process to the point where they 

make an overseas sale or sign with a distributor; and 

export growth and successes in specific, targeted 

industry clusters. these measures are not available 

through any national source, so the region will need 

to dedicate research staff to identifying, tracking, col-

lecting, and reporting these data.

Services and activities indicators – these indica-

tors measure export activities and client/partner 

satisfaction, such as customer satisfaction with export 

services, trade events, overseas mission trips, and 

export partner cooperation and performance. they 

are measures of activities and services that should 

support the export effort and lead to desired out-

comes. they must also be captured and measured by 

the local team through detailed company tracking and 

surveys, requiring creative, dedicated staff to conduct 

this on-going research.

S T E P
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global engagement indicators: cultural and 

Behavioral change – these indicators measure prog-

ress towards changing the underlying environment 

and culture that will allow exports and broader global 

engagement to thrive. these would include such 

indicators as recommended policies adopted; integra-

tion and elevation of exports and goals into regional 

planning and economic development efforts; exports 

established as a top local indicator of economic 

performance; number of foreign languages taught in 

schools; number of international business degrees or 

concentrations conferred; and change in other indica-

tors of greater global orientation and fluency. these 

metrics will take some creativity to develop because it 

is difficult to capture and measure qualitative prog-

ress. However, committee members in each of the four 

Mei metro areas recognized that these qualitative 

indicators represent a critical component of what they 

are trying to accomplish—cultural change to position 

the region (and nation) for productive engagement in 

the world economy.

company Success Stories – tell the story of exports, 

and maintain momentum, by producing a constant 

stream of success stories describing local companies 

and their experiences exporting. this could include 

discussion of both their experiences in working with 

the local export team (the array of export services 

and programs) and how they successfully opened up 

new markets, and improved company performance 

and sustainability, through exports. these types of 

stories will provide positive real world examples for 

other firms and tangibly demonstrate that exports is a 

critical part of success in today’s business world.

tracking all aspects of export performance is not 

easy. As discussed previously, the data is not as rich 

or up-to-date as most would like; it is difficult to con-

nect export services and programs directly to export 

outcomes and jobs; and it is hard to identify factors 

to measure the “cultural change” required to become 

more globally-oriented. each metro export initiative 

will need to identify metrics that are most realistic to 

collect locally and dedicate resources to maintaining, 

analyzing, and reporting that progress.
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M a i n S T r e a M  e x p o r T S 

i n T o  e c o n o M i c 

D e v e l o p M e n T 

in order for a region to fully maximize the benefits of 

global trade and demand, exporting needs to be pro-

moted as a key economic strategy within the region 

as well as better integrated into existing regional 

economic growth strategies. 

to start, the region can help make exports a vital part 

of the metro area’s economic development efforts by 

consistently reporting exports as a top regional (and 

national) economic indicator, equal to indicators such 

as the unemployment rate. this means using export 

activity indicators in regional economic benchmark 

reports, as performance measures in regional eco-

nomic strategies, and in speeches and presentations 

as part of aspirational goals for the region. regions 

can also push the u.S. government to elevate national 

and regional export performance more regularly. 

exporting firms interviewed as part of the Mei export 

plan process often related the difference in the level 

of attention given to exports as an economic indicator 

in the united States relative to what they see in other 

nations. in Brazil, china, germany, Korea, and Japan, 

they say, exports are widely viewed and reported as 

one of the top indicators of economic performance. it 

is universally recognized that exports are critical  

to growth, jobs and sustainability, and this high level 

of visibility drives the desire to improve export perfor-

mance at all levels. However, in the united States  

and in many metro areas, economic performance is 

more likely to be discussed based on measures of 

consumption, such as consumer confidence, retail 

sales and housing starts, or job growth only, than on 

the global competitiveness and progress of u.S. firms 

and metro economies.

State and regional economic development leaders 

and organizations must also mainstream exports into 

their everyday activities and promotion efforts. local 

elected officials, academic and not-for-profit lead-

ers, businesses, and the media (among others) must 

be made aware of the importance of exports, kept 

informed of ongoing progress and tangible successes, 

and brought in as export ambassadors. exports must 

be tangibly made as important to economic perfor-

mance as business recruitment, retention, innovation 

and tourism, and regional export performance tracked 

and reported on a consistent basis. the Syracuse/

central new york Mei team has begun to approach 

this by including exports prominently in their regional 

economic development strategic plan, by prioritizing 

projects that are export-driven when attempting to 

secure limited state resources, and by thinking about 

how they can build international trade and investment 

into the measurement criteria to evaluate all of the 

region’s economic development programs.

An export strategy is also one of many ways that a 

metro area can be fully engaged in the global mar-

ketplace. in time, the region can explicitly tie the 

export strategy with other key initiatives and assets 

such as foreign direct investment, import assistance, 

immigrant entrepreneurship and connections, foreign 

languages in schools, and global supply manage-

ment into a more intentional, comprehensive global 

engagement strategy.

finally, the metro exports plan will be most effective 

if it is part of a broader regional economic plan that 

aligns the stated export strategies with other highly 

related initiatives, such as boosting innovation and 

commercialization in key industry clusters, enhancing 

human capital, and modernizing freight and logistics. 

A small manufacturing exporter will eventually grow 

into a larger firm. As the firm moves up the value 

chain, it will need access to leading edge technologies, 

skilled workers, and financing/capital to stay on the 

cutting edge of global competition. thus, the region 

needs to be advancing an integrated economic growth 

strategy that improves the region’s overall level of 

growth, productivity, and income.

S T E P
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c o n c l u S i o n

t
here are enormous untapped opportunities for leaders in metro areas 

to expand and strengthen their economies through greater exports 

and trade, and doing so in close collaboration with state and federal 

partners. But leaders and firms must be proactive and purposeful in 

acting on this opportunity. this guide and its associated on-line resources hopes to 

make the task—and culture shift—of embracing global engagement an achievable 

one. like sound financial advice, firms and metro areas that diversify their portfo-

lio by economically engaging in multiple markets will reduce their risk and secure 

high returns on investment. in short, leveraging American strengths and accessing 

global markets is a winning strategy for states and metro areas. embracing exports 

and trade will build world-class metro economies that grow jobs in the short term 

and provide wealth and opportunity for all firms and workers in the long term.
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a p p e n D i x  a

T h e  n aT i o n a l  e x p o r T  i n i T i aT i v e  a n D  T h e  n aT i o n a l  e x p o r T 

S T r aT e g Y

the obama administration announced in february 2010 the national export initiative (nei) with the stated  

goal of doubling u.S. exports over the five-year period extending from late 2009 to the end of 2014 or from  

$1.6 trillion to $3.2 trillion.26 the nei represents an effort by the administration to serve as a full partner with 

u.S. businesses in promoting American-made goods and services worldwide, within global trading rules. 

As outlined in the “report to the president on the national export initiative”, the nei has five key components: 

(1) advocacy and trade promotion; (2) export financing, especially for small and medium-sized business;  

(3) removing barriers to the sale of u.S. goods and services abroad; (4) robustly enforcing trade rules; and  

(5) pursuing policies at the global level to promote strong, sustainable and balanced growth. 

the national export Strategy is the annual report of the trade promotion and coordinating committee (tpcc), 

an interagency task force composed of 20 federal agencies, which reports on the progress of the nei. the 

June 2011 report focused on federal initiatives and plans for implementing 70 recommendations made in the 

September 2010 nei report to the president. the report identifies several areas of focus for federal agencies in 

their export promotion efforts, including:

➤  improved collaboration with states, metropolitan areas and border communities

➤  Support of exports by uS companies selling technologies in high growth sectors, primarily through improving 

the uS supply-chain infrastructure

➤  Better data collection and measurement of exporting by the services sector

➤  removal of barriers to trade, including the resolution and passage of pending free trade agreements with 

columbia, panama and South Korea (which have since passed) 

the “report to the president on the national export initiative” from September 2010 can be found here:  

http://www.whitehouse.gov/sites/default/files/nei_report_9-16-10_full.pdf

the 2011 national export Strategy was released in June 2011 and can be found here:  

http://trade.gov/publications/pdfs/nes2011finAl.pdf 
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a p p e n D i x  B

k e Y  f e D e r a l  a g e n c i e S / D e pa r T M e n T S  i n v o lv e D  i n  e x p o r T S

The Trade promotion coordinating committee (Tpcc) is an interagency task force mandated by congress 

and chaired by the Secretary of commerce. it was established pursuant to the export enhancement Act of 

1992 to provide a unifying framework to coordinate the export promotion and financing activities of the u.S. 

government, as well as to develop a comprehensive plan for implementing strategic priorities, improving ser-

vice delivery, and avoiding duplication. unlike many other countries in europe and Asia, the united States does 

not have a single agency or government department responsible for enforcing a unified approach to govern-

ing export promotion. instead, multiple departments and agencies approach export promotion from different 

mandates. the tpcc serves as the coordinating body designed to ensure that these agencies and departments 

act together and work to implement the Administration’s export promotion agenda, through principals meet-

ings and more frequent working group meetings on a variety of subjects, including training, marketing, program 

integration, and information sharing. implementation of the national export initiative (nei) has been the core 

focus of the tpcc since January 2010. 

there are seven tpcc agencies and departments that provide direct export assistance:

➤  u.S. Department of commerce (commerce)/international Trade administration (iTa): Market entry 

services to “export ready” firms; advocacy for major projects; trade promotion via trade missions and 

international buyers programs; and market access casework. the itA’s trade promotion arm is us foreign 

and Commercial services, which has trade professionals on the ground to serve companies in over 100 u.S. 

cities and 70 foreign countries. 

➤  export-import Bank (ex-im Bank): official export credit Agency of the u.S. government; assists with loan 

guarantees, export credit insurance and direct loans (to buyers). 

➤  Small Business administration (SBa): Business development and working capital financing. Helps small 

firms that are new to exporting, and links them to business counseling networks. 

➤  Department of State (State): Ambassadorial support for major projects through u.S. embassies and 

consulates, and commercial function support from economic officers in overseas posts with no itA pres-

ence. 

➤  overseas private investment corporation (opic): Assists with u.S. investment and business management 

know-how in developing countries; and guarantees and finances political risk insurance. 

➤  u.S. Department of agriculture (uSDa)/foreign agricultural Service: complete menu of services for 

agricultural goods, including finance. Services delivered by state groups (State regional trade groups) and 

trade associations.

➤  u.S. Trade and Development agency (uSTDa): reverse trade missions, infrastructure feasibility studies, 

and international conferences. 
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there are 13 other agencies/departments involved in the tpcc:

➤  u.S. Trade representative (uSTr): leads development and coordination of u.S. international trade and 

investment policy, and oversees negotiations with other countries. 

➤  u.S. Department of Treasury: policy oversight role with ex-im Bank; negotiates export credit disciplines. 

➤  u.S. Department of energy: co-chairs with commerce the tpcc renewable energy/energy efficiency 

Working group.

➤  u.S. Department of Transportation: Works closely with commerce on supply chain competitiveness issues.

➤  u.S. Department of the interior: Works closely with commerce on travel & tourism related policies and 

strategies.

➤  u.S. environmental protection agency (epa): co-chairs with commerce the tpcc environmental 

technologies Working group; recently launched the environmental technologies export initiative.

➤  u.S. Department of homeland Security (DhS): Works closely with commerce on travel & tourism related 

policies and strategies; also engages directly with exporters via cBp. 

➤  u.S. Department of Defense (DoD): Works with Bureau of industry and Security (BiS) on export control 

reform issues; a critical agency for the exporting industrial base.

➤  u.S. Department of labor: Assists with workforce readiness issues linked to export related jobs.

➤  u.S. agency for international Development (uSaiD): Working to identify overseas development projects 

for u.S. companies.

oversighT agenCies:

➤  national Security Staff (nSS): chairing the export promotion council, which is now integrated into the 

work of the tpcc.

➤  u.S. office of Management and Budget (oMB): Assisting with, among other issues, the Single Window 

initiative along with export.gov and Businessusa.gov.

➤  council of economic advisors (cea): providing input and guidance on economic trends and Administration 

policies affecting tpcc priorities, public messaging, and goal setting. 

daTa and informaTion

export.gov: export.gov is designed to bring critical export data, services and program information together 

on one website. the federal government recognizes the need to serve an increasing number of companies to 

meet nei goals and plans to release export.gov 2.0 during 2012. Service delivery via a content-rich, robust web 

portal is a critical piece of the strategy to meet increased demand from clients and to reach out to new firms. 

this new version will be designed to allow businesses to access information and contacts via a self-service web 

portal, then follow-up for individualized advice and higher level counseling at a later stage in the process. the 

link to export.gov is: www.export.gov. 
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a p p e n D i x  c

S a M p l i n g  o f  c o M M o n  e x p o r T  T e r M S  a n D  a c r o n Y M S

numerous terms and acronyms have become commonplace in the export world. Below is a sampling of these:

➤  national export initiative (nei): An initiative launched by the obama administration that outlines a set of 

steps to double u.S. exports between 2009 and the end of 2014, since exports are believed to create jobs 

and boost the long-term economy of the united States

➤  u.S. export assistance center (uSeac): located in major metropolitan areas throughout the united 

States, uSeAc’s are one-stop shops designed to provide businesses with local export assistance by pro-

fessionals from the u.S. Department of commerce (u.S. commercial Service), the u.S. Small Business 

Administration, the u.S. export-import Bank and other public and private organizations

➤  gold key Matching Service (gold key): A u.S. Dept. of commerce fee-based service that assists businesses 

in the united States with transactions and planning that take place overseas. the assistance includes travel 

planning, interpreters, and a service that matches American businesses with relevant potential clients, 

partners, and legislators who can help increase exports. this is one of several matchmaking services the u.S. 

Department of commerce offers, in addition to activities related to foreign and domestic trade shows, as well 

as trade missions

➤  District export council (Dec): Decs are organizations of international trade professionals based in local 

communities who use their knowledge and international business experience to act as peer consultants  

to small- and medium-sized businesses that want to export their products into markets outside of the  

united States

➤  Small- and Medium-Sized enterprises (SMes or SMBs): in the united States, businesses which employ 

less than 500 people, adjusting for revenue and ownership structure. in 2010, SMes made up 98 percent of 

all exporters and produced nearly 34 percent of all goods exports sales in the united States27 

➤  new-to-export (nTe): A business or firm that has just begun to explore exporting goods or services for the 

first time and must take into consideration all the factors that may pose specific challenges or advantages to 

selling goods in the global market

➤  new-to-Market (nTM): A term used to describe exporting firm’s ready to enter into either a new market or 

a new segment of a current market

➤  centers for international Business education and research (ciBer): A program initiated by the u.S. 

Department of education to support and advance research that looks at u.S. competitiveness in global 

markets and better prepares businesses and future employees for international participation, with a focus on 

SMes. the 33 ciBers are primarily housed within the business schools at major u.S. research universities28 

➤  international Traffic in arms regulations (iTar): A set of laws that bans the sharing of all u.S. informa-

tion regarding military and defense technology with institutions both inside and outside of the country; in 

the study of exports, it is debated as to whether itAr is detrimental to commercial interests or crucial for 

defense and foreign policy purposes
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a p p e n D i x  D

k e Y  l e S S o n S  a n D  o B S e r vaT i o n S  f r o M  T h e  f o u r  M e T r o 

e x p o r T  i n i T i aT i v e  p i l o T S

As leaders in the four pilot metropolitan areas reached out to firms and service providers in their communities 

to design their metro export plans, numerous insights surfaced about the state of u.S. and metro exporting. 

these insights can serve as starting points to begin to evaluate the local market and produce a metro export 

plan. Among the themes unveiled were the following: 

➤  companies fear exporting. Many companies say that they would like to export, but fear of the unknown 

and comfort operating within the united States limits actual action. for these companies, numerous real 

and perceived risks loom large and range from difficulties associated with connecting to global partners 

and conducting global marketing to issues involving logistics, regulatory compliance, financing, and unfair 

trade practices. for their part, companies that already export often express concern about how other local 

companies, and the metro region as a whole, will compete in the future if they don’t engage in exports and 

global trade.

➤  companies lack awareness of global opportunities and services. company awareness (particularly among 

SMes) of global opportunities, foreign markets and available export services and programs is low. As a result, 

a relatively low proportion of firms export, and a minority of exporting firms report having ever received 

assistance from federal, state or local export services providers. 

➤  Thus, there is an inadequate pipeline of identified firms ready to enter foreign markets. the pipeline 

of “export ready” companies in each of the four metro areas is not currently strong enough to meet export 

objectives. to build a larger pipeline of prospects, metro areas will have to be proactive in identifying and 

reaching out to export ready companies and in developing a system that better prepares companies for 

global opportunities. initial outreach in the four metro area pilots is demonstrating that there are companies 

ready to start filling the export pipeline; however, the export outreach and development effort had not been 

identifying and bringing them into the export services system.

➤  Many companies are accidental (reactive) exporters and thus may be under-exporting. few companies 

proactively target export opportunities. More often, companies reported that export opportunities were 

accidental or passive (e.g., the overseas company found them or a current u.S. customer moved its operation 

overseas). in some cases, existing export strategies were often isolated incidents and not part of a defined 

growth strategy (e.g., the ceo randomly knew someone in a country, and that country represents their 

only export market). further, many companies are indirect exporters (through sales to u.S.-based exporting 

firms); however, they have no intentional export strategy of their own.
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➤  company executives must be highly intentional about exporting. Successful exporting companies 

stress that pursuing business opportunities in new foreign markets requires significant up-front resources 

and persistence. While companies can start initial exploration of exports with existing staff, venturing into 

exports ultimately requires the demonstrated commitment and time of the ceo (one-on-one interviews with 

companies in the pilot metro areas consistently revealed the need for the ceos of small- to mid-sized com-

panies to commit up to 25 to 50 percent of available time in year one) along with the dedication of a person 

or consultant to the effort on a full-time basis. this can be difficult for SMes that lack resources to commit 

to the effort in the face of other demands. However, successful exporting companies claim the rewards far 

outweigh the risks, hassles and investment. 

➤  exporting firms typically require case management support. Most companies require one-on-one case 

management support to navigate their way through the process of pursuing exports. While initial broader 

export training for groups is valuable in the early stages of the process, companies (particularly SMes) need 

more focused and tailored guidance and support if they are to ultimately make that first overseas sale or add 

another export market. 

➤  export services vary in quality and are often fragmented. export services and programs provided by 

federal, state, and local agencies vary in quality across u.S. metro areas. Most local systems are also frag-

mented, have gaps, and are typically reactive in nature. companies are often not aware of or do not fully 

understand the export services and programs available to them and don’t know to whom they must go for 

help at different stages in the process. there is no clear exports roadmap to follow. However, of the compa-

nies that have received state or federal export assistance in the four pilot metro areas, a high percentage 

report it as being “good” to “excellent.”

➤  State and federal export efforts often lack sustained vision and commitment. State and federal gov-

ernment frequently provide the core export services and programs in metro areas. However, the level of 

resources and commitment provided to these programs is often described by companies and export service 

providers as “cyclical”. existing companies and on-the-ground export services providers in each of the four 

pilot metro areas have experienced ebbs and flows in the commitment to exports, and related funding and 

capacities, with changing state and federal administrations. While metro area leaders can help fill some of 

this capacity, they are highly aware that sustained, quality state and federal programs are critical to their 

metro area success and credibility. companies and export experts interviewed as part of the pilot Mei pro-

cess expressed the strong and consistent opinion that peer countries— such as germany, Korea, china, Brazil 

and Japan—demonstrate a stronger, more consistent commitment of resources and outreach to global trade 

and investment, putting the u.S. at a competitive disadvantage.
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the metro export plans have surfaced at least four major benefits of metropolitan-level engagement and 

problem-solving on exporting:

➤  Metro area leaders can proactively increase the number of firms who are ready to export or export to 

additional markets. currently, most state and federal service providers lack the capacity to recruit non-

exporting firms or help such small- and mid-sized firms become export ready. this may explain why the 

number of firms selling abroad has barely budged past one percent. However, metropolitan area leaders  

can play a critical role here because they have strong, direct relationships with firms and know the firms  

and actors in their leading industry clusters. Many of these metro export plans involve metro chambers of 

commerce, port authorities, regional civic groups, and/or regional economic development agencies that  

have ongoing contact with companies. they can proactively identify and reach out to target firms, perhaps 

within priority industries, and help them become export-ready. they can also work with their member com-

panies or use surveys to better identify and reach out to firms that are under-exporting and can move into 

additional markets 

➤  Metro leaders can help make exports and trade a mainstream part of regional economic development. 

exporting and global engagement is not yet in the economic development DnA, hindering the ability to 

scale up firm- and cluster-based export activities. While regional economic development officials work with 

companies regularly on identifying their business expansion needs, few have the expertise or awareness to 

recommend global market expansion as a key growth opportunity. engaging regional economic development 

practitioners in a metro export plan is essential to making exports more the economic development norm 

than the exception

➤  Metro leaders can help create a more transparent, coordinated export assistance system that is moving 

toward common goals. leaders in the pilot metro areas are quickly learning that firms, government, civic 

groups, universities, and other export service providers are not aware of the array of existing services in 

a region, making it difficult to efficiently refer companies to appropriate services or address the gaps and 

redundancies in the delivery system. thus metro area leaders, through their export plan, are key to bringing 

together the vast network of export service providers and champions around a unified goal and strategy for 

boosting exports. this has the added benefit of giving small- and midsized -firms a coordinated system of 

services that will give them the confidence that exporting is the right investment

➤  finally, metro area leaders are best positioned to integrate exports into a broader economic strategy for 

growth and global competitiveness. exports represent just one step in a more comprehensive regional game 

plan for greater global engagement. the best metro leaders are those who are aligning export strategies 

with parallel strategies in foreign direct investment, manufacturing innovation, freight and transportation 

modernization, workforce development, and immigrant outreach so they can more effectively build a globally 

fluent economy
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a p p e n D i x  e

S o u r c e S  o f  M e T r o  e c o n o M Y  a n D  e x p o r T  D aTa

no single definitive data source exists to support metropolitan export promotion efforts but a variety of entities 

provide important resources:

Brookings institution 

the Metropolitan policy program at Brookings pro-

duces and maintains a strong array of metro-oriented 

data related to economy, demographics, exports, 

and many other topics. A good source of metro 

economic data for the largest 100 u.S. metro areas 

is the quarterly Metro Monitor, which provides data 

on employment, unemployment, gross metro prod-

uct, and housing, and provides metro area rankings 

for each factor. Brookings also tracks the economic 

growth of 200 world cities through its annual global 

Metro Monitor, which provides great context for the 

shifting growth markets around the globe. you can 

access all this data on the program’s data resources 

page at: http://www.brookings.edu/about/projects/

state-metro-innovation/resources

the primary source for metropolitan-area export data 

based on the location of where a service or goods 

export is produced (not from where it is shipped) is 

Brookings’ latest analysis “export nation 2012.” this 

report provides the core set of export data and rank-

ings for each u.S. metro area, as well as for all states 

and counties. profiles have been developed for each 

of the largest 100 u.S. metro areas and all states to 

provide a snapshot overview of export performance. 

Brookings has also developed a u.S. export database, 

with export data for all 3,113 counties, all metro areas 

and micropolitan areas, and all 50 states including the 

District of columbia. 

for each geographical level, the database provides 

➤  nominal and real exports, total and by industry 

(major and detailed)

➤  exports share of gross Domestic product

➤  Direct export-production jobs, total and 

by major industry 

➤  total export-supported jobs, total and 

by major industry 

➤  Annualized real export growth rates, total and 

by industry (major and detailed)

the dataset reports on 34 major industrial catego-

ries: 26 for goods exports (3-digit level nAicS) and 

eight for services (u.S. Bureau of economic Analysis 

service export categories). it provides export data for 

212 detailed industries (subcomponents of the major 

export industries), both goods and services.

in addition, for each of the largest 100 metropolitan 

areas, 50 states, and the District of columbia, the 

database provides exports by export destination 

(country): in aggregate, by major industry, and the top 

10 markets for the top 10 detailed industries.

to access the full export nation 2012 report, metro 

area export profiles, the database, and related docu-

ments, go to: http://www.brookings.edu/research/

reports/2012/03/08-exports
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federal Sources

Data on exports is also available from the u.S. census 

Bureau, foreign trade Statistics division (census) and 

from the international trade Administration (itA) at 

the national, state and metro level. However, there are 

a number of limitations to export data that metro-

focused users may find frustrating. Metro area data 

from these sources are based on movement of goods 

through the market and not the point of production, 

typically lagging state and federal data by one- or 

two-years; data on top foreign export markets from 

each metro area are not readily available; some of the 

more in-depth public data are available for products 

and not industries; identifying export firms by metro 

area is difficult; and much of the data cover only 

goods, not services. As a result of the Mei effort, 

the census plans to begin releasing more up-to-date 

metro area data with its quarterly export updates, 

starting in 2013.

the census offers more tailored export data for a 

relatively low fee, such as, for example, more in-depth 

analysis of a metro area’s top exporting industries. 

the census also has good data on the destination 

countries for u.S. exports, by product; however, this 

data is not available for metro areas. it does provide 

a good understanding of where u.S. products are in 

demand throughout the world and this is highly ben-

eficial to exporting companies.

census trade data and information may be accessed here:

http://www.census.gov/foreign-trade/

 

the census trade database may be accessed on a fee 

basis at this website:

https://www.usatradeonline.gov  

for a comparison of Brookings and census  

metro export data, please go here: 

http://www.brookings.edu/~/media/research/ 

files/reports/2012/3/08exports/0308_exports_

appendixb.pdf 

for itA data, go to: http://www.ita.doc.gov/data.asp

the Bureau of economic Analysis (BeA) provides 

quarterly and annual trade in goods and services sta-

tistics for the united States, but not for state or local 

areas. these data include high-level national statistics 

for exports (broken down by goods and services) and 

for services exports, broken down by major cat-

egory of service. this can prove helpful for high level 

national export trend analysis that includes services. 

the BeA also produces periodic research papers 

covering areas, such as the nature of u.S. exports and 

what types of firms are exporting services.

See:

http://www.bea.gov/international/index.htm#trade 

State Sources

Some states track and report export and trade data 

on an annual or quarterly basis and this may prove 

to be the best source of more localized, up-to-date 

statistics for certain topics. While this data is typically 

statewide, it can serve as a reasonable proxy for a 

metro area in some cases, particularly if it represents 

a significant portion of state exports. for example, the 

Minnesota trade office produces statewide quar-

terly export data for exports and growth by industry 

and by country of destination. this data is available 

because Minnesota has a robust state trade office and 

they have dedicated resources to tracking it. in many 

states, this resource unfortunately does not exist 

and in larger states with many metro areas—such as 

california, texas and Michigan—statewide figures may 

not suffice. 

u.S. chamber of commerce

the u.S. chamber of commerce “trade Supports 

Jobs” website provides a database of top exporting 

firms by state and congressional district. While this 

data also has many limitations (including overrepre-

sentation of freight forwarders), it is a good place to 

start in identifying exporting firms. 

http://www.tradesupportsjobs.com/ 
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a p p e n D i x  f

f e D e r a l  g r a n T  p r o g r a M S  f o r  e x p o r T S

A number of federal grant programs, some standing and others likely temporary, are available that can prove 

helpful to support execution. these include: 

STep grants: the State trade and export promotion grant (Step) pilot grant initiative, sponsored by the u.S. 

Small Business Administration, provides grants to states to develop their own small business export promotion 

programs. the aim of the Step initiative is to increase the number of small businesses that are exporting and 

increase the value of exports from small businesses within the state. More information can be found at:  

http://www.sba.gov/about-offices-content/1/2889/resources/14315

MDcp grants: Market Development cooperator program (MDcp) awards include financial and technical 

assistance from the international trade Administration (itA) to support projects that enhance the global com-

petitiveness of u.S. industries. An MDcp award establishes a partnership between itA and non-profit industry 

groups such as trade associations and chambers of commerce. Such groups are particularly effective in reach-

ing small- and medium-size enterprises. the non-profit groups compete for a limited number of MDcp awards 

by proposing innovative projects that enhance their industry’s competitive position. industry groups pledge to 

pay a minimum of two-thirds of the project cost and to sustain the project after the MDcp award period ends. 

on average from 1997 through 2011 projects generated $211 in exports for every $1 of MDcp awards made.  

More information can be found at: http://www.ita.doc.gov/td/mdcp/

jobs and innovation accelerator grants: the Jobs and innovation Accelerator challenge (Jobs Accelerator) 

is an inter-agency funding opportunity led by the Department of commerce’s economic Development 

Administration (eDA) and designed by the taskforce for the Advancement of regional innovation clusters 

(tAric), in partnership with other federal agencies and bureaus. tAric recognizes that regions can ben-

efit from coordinated, flexible, regionally customized investments with stronger goals and metrics that link 

economic development, workforce development, small business development, and the inclusion of histori-

cally underrepresented and excluded communities. through the coordination of federal resources, the Jobs 

Accelerator supports the development of self-identified clusters that demonstrate high-growth potential. 

in fiscal year 2011, the funding agencies and bureaus in the Jobs Accelerator, eDA, Department of labor’s 

employment and training Administration (etA), and SBA, awarded $37 million to 20 clusters in a variety of 

industries across the united States. in addition, another 13 federal agencies and bureaus committed technical 

assistance to provide streamlined support to selected clusters for qualifying projects under current appropria-

tion authority. for more information visit: http://www.manufacturing.gov/accelerator.

Tiger grants: the transportation investment generating economic recovery (tiger) grants are awarded 

to transportation projects that have a significant national or regional impact. projects are chosen for their 

ability to contribute to the long-term economic competitiveness of the nation, improve the condition of exist-

ing transportation facilities and systems, increase energy efficiency and reducing greenhouse gas emissions, 

improve the safety of u.S. transportation facilities and enhance the quality of living and working environments 

of communities through increased transportation choices and connections. the Department also gives priority 

to projects that are expected to create and preserve jobs quickly and stimulate increases in economic activity, 

as well as those that will enhance the facilitation of exports. More information can be found at:  

http://www.dot.gov/tiger/
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this report is part of a series of reports produced 

by the Brookings-rockefeller project on State and 

Metropolitan innovation, which works to present 

fiscally-responsible state policies and practical met-

ropolitan-led solutions that leaders can use to create 

the next American economy. States and metropolitan 

areas will be the hubs of policy innovation in the 

united States, and the places that lay the groundwork 

for the next economy. the project is working with 

state and metropolitan leaders across the country to 

develop innovative economic development plans and 

practices to build on their assets in the next economy.
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to the rockefeller foundation for support of this work. 
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his support of our work reinventing the practice of 

metropolitan economic development. 
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these leaders act globally, they retain a commitment 

to the vitality of their local and regional communities, 

a rare blend that makes their engagement even  

more valuable.
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source of inspiration for this guide, and their expe-

rience will be valuable in guiding future leaders in 

being more intentional about boosting exports and 

trade. the authors would like to pay special gratitude 

to those local leaders who carved out extra time out 

of their already intense schedules to provide sharp 

comments on this brief: tracy gray, robert Spich and 

carlos valderrama from los Angeles, cA; Kristin guild 

and Jeff phillips from greater Minneapolis-Saint paul, 

Mn; chris Harder and noah Siegel from portland, or; 

and rob Simpson and Ben Sio from central new york. 

Brookings would also like to thank Mike Masserman 

(international trade Administration) and Dick preuss 

(u.S. census Bureau) for their suggestions for this 

guide and their advice throughout this process. 

finally, the authors would also like to acknowledge the 

detailed research, fact-checking, project management, 

and coordination of Alan Berube, emilia istrate, nick 

Marchio, Mariela Martinez, Mark Muro, chad Shearer 

and Ayush chakravarty, all of whom helped drive qual-

ity in the metro export initiative and the guide.
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